THE BES
FELLOWSHIP:
Growth Track
Behind every excellent school is an excellent leader.
Our Fellowship is for these leaders.
Through the BES Fellowship: Growth Track, we continue
the work of transforming education by supporting growing
schools to sustain excellence over time.
BES supports the talent pipeline and development plans for
schools in year three and beyond that are looking to
expand or replicate.

Training
75+ training days (varies depending on inclusion of planning year)
on school culture, instructional leadership, business acumen,
community engagement, governance, diversity, equity, inclusion,
and more. In addition to training for the BES Fellow, the flagship
school leader receives coaching that positions them to move into a
network leader role.

Residencies
A minimum of two month-long residencies in high-performing
schools across the country, one extended residency in a partner
school, and additional opportunities as needed, dependent on
Fellow growth and school needs.

Planning
With support from BES and in partnership with the school leader,
Fellows will engage in writing a school design plan, building a
board/advisory committee, hiring a founding team, recruiting
students and families, and more.

Cost
The BES Fellowship: Growth Track offers a curated set of
opportunities to support leaders to deliver on their promise to
prepare as many students as possible for college, career, and a
lifetime of opportunity.
Participating schools must have a demonstrated track record of
student achievement and growth; alignment with BES beliefs
around strong, equitable schools; and must be addressing a stated
demand for additional grades/seats in the community.
The cost for recruiting, selecting, training, and coaching a Fellow for
a new school is determined based on the required scope of
support. BES will work with each school to determine the optimal
level of supports and design a scope and cost structure accordingly.

Follow On Support for
BES Fellows

To ensure that the school starts strong and sustains excellence
over time, Fellows taking part in the Growth Track will have
access to Follow On Support in their planning year (if applicable)
and first two years of operation consisting of various coaching
activities – school visits, weekly coaching calls, remote training,
document review, and video feedback – as well as small group
intensives to continue the cohort-based learning experience.

Year One of Operation
BES supports leaders to welcome their inaugural class, train and
develop staff, collect and analyze data, and create systems to
effectively deliver on their mission.

Year Two of Operation
BES supports leaders to sharpen their academic focus, manage
talent, build their leadership bench, codify operational and
cultural processes, and plan for future growth.

Timeline
Fall/
Winter*

Winter/
Spring*

BES conducts a comprehensive school audit
to assess organizational health and readiness
for replication. BES works with the school
leader to determine vision for the new school
and align on an ideal profile for the
sustaining leader based on findings of the
audit.

If needed, BES talent and recruitment
conducts a national search for a Fellow and
involves the school leader in pieces of the
selection process.

Summer*

BES works with the school leader and
identified Fellow to determine a scope and
sequence for the Fellowship year.

Fellowship
& Beyond

The identified Fellow participates in the
Fellowship and receives continued Follow
On Support once the school is operational.

*May vary depending on partnership timeline.
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“BES allowed me the opportunity to see behind
the curtain of what it takes to create a truly
excellent school. My coach and I worked to merge
my vision of excellence with that of Compass Rose
to create a roadmap of what it would take to
bring that vision to life on my own campus.”
Mera Dougherty, 2019 BES Growth Track Fellow
Head of Schools, Compass Rose Austin, TX

